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Magnetic anisotropy means that the magnetic properties depend on the 
direction in which they are measured. 

It strongly affects the shape of the M-H curve.

Key phenomenon used in the design of most commercial magnetic materials.

Kinds of anisotropy:

a) Crystal anisotropy (magnetocrystalline anisotropy)
b) Shape anisotropy
c) Stress anisotropy
d) Exchange anisotropy
e) Anisotropy induced by magnetic annealing, plastic deformation, and 

irradiation

Of these, only crystal anisotropy is intrinsic to the material. Rest are extrinsic or 
induced.

Magnetic Anisotropy

In this talk, we will focus on Crystal anisotropy.



Anisotropy in Cubic Crystal

Suppose a single crystal is cut in the form of a disk parallel to plane {110} 

The disk will have directions of the form <100>, <110>, and <111>

The density of atoms along these three crystallographic directions differ.

Should the differences atomic density affect the magnetic properties 
unevenly along these directions?



Experimental observation of magnetic anisotropy 
in Cubic Crystals

Fe: BCC crystal Ni: FCC crystal

<100> are easy magnetization directions (axes)
<111> axes are hard

<111> are easy magnetization directions (axes)
<100> axes are hard
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Physical Origin of Crystal Anisotropy

Lattice Orbit

Spin

Three degrees of freedom in a crystal

Possible interactions (coupling):

o Spin-spin
o Spin-orbit
o Orbit-lattice 
o Spin-lattice

Origin of crystal anisotropy must be result from interactions (coupling) 
between these degrees of freedom



Spin-spin interaction

o Exchange interaction between 
two neighboring spins.

o Strong, and keeps the 
neighboring spins parallel or 
anti-parallel.

o It depends only on the relative 
orientation of adjacent spins

o Exchange energy is isotropic; 
not dependent on direction of 
spin axis relative to crystal 
axis.

Spin-spin exchange can’t 
contribute to crystal anisotropy.

Physical Origin of Crystal Anisotropy

Orbit-lattice interaction

o Orbital magnetic moments are 
almost entirely quenched in most 
crystals

o Orientation of the orbit are fixed 
very strongly to the lattice.

o Orientation can’t be change even 
with large fields.

o This arises due to action of the 
electric field of ligand 
atoms/ions on the atom/ion in 
question.

Orbit-lattice coupling is strong.



Physical Origin of Crystal Anisotropy

Lattice Orbit

Spin

Strong

Spin-orbit interaction

o Spin and orbital motions of an 
electron also couple

o External magnetic field tries to 
re-orient spin  electron orbit 
also tends to re-orient.

o But the orbit is strongly coupled 
to the lattice  resists attempts 
to reorient the spin axis.

o The energy required to 
overcome this resistance 
stemming from SO coupling is 
called anisotropy energy. 

Anisotropy energy is the energy required to overcome the spin-orbit coupling.
Crystal anisotropy is due mainly to SO coupling.



Important remarks 
on SO coupling and crystal anisotropy

o In most materials, the crystal field effect is the dominant term
o Although there is no doubt that anisotropy stems from SO coupling, the 

details are not clear.
o It is yet not possible to calculate anisotropy constants from first principles.
o There is no simple relationship between the easy, or hard, axes and the way 

the atoms are arranged in a crystal.

Fe: BCC crystal 

<111> is the direction of greatest 
atomic density
<111> is the hard axis.

Ni: FCC crystal 

<110> is the direction of greatest atomic 
density
<110> is the medium hard 
magnetization.



When SO coupling dominates
4f- Rare-earths ions (R3+): Lanthanides

Valence: 4f1- 4f14

Highly anisotropic electron distribution

Hexagonal RFeO3

4f rare-earths in 3+
oxidation state.



Representations of the 4f orbitals 

Highest magnitude mj- most oblate shape
Lowest magnitude mj - most prolate shape

High mj  high net magnetic moment along z-
axis

Electron distribution in 4f lanthanides

Rare-earths metals exhibit strong spin-orbit (LS) coupling as opposed to their 3d 
transition metal counterparts.

Consequently, the “good” quantum number is j (total angular momentum)and not 
s.

This leads to weaker coupling between electronic distribution in rare-earth ions and 
the crystal field due to ligands.
 Crystal field is treated as a perturbation on LS coupling term in the 

Hamiltonian. 
This is in stark contrast with the way transition metal ions behave.



Thank you!


